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Memories (2013) is a Malayalam film. The film was directed by Jethu
Joseph. Prithviraj Sukumaran, Madhupal, Nedumudi Venu,
Vijayaraghavan, Seema G. Nair, . are the performers of the main roles.
The story is about young people from a wealthy family who are
educated in India, but they do not share the ideals promoted by their
parents. Their family does not approve of their choice of profession
and they leave their homes. In my opinion, the film is very
heartwarming and even moved me to tears. Throughout the film I had
different feelings, from anger at their parents for treating their
children so badly, to sympathy and concern for them.
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directed by Shaji Kailas. This movie is a hilarious comedy entertainer..
. Update button. Find the movie you want to download or search by its
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